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Abstract 

In this paper, the definitions of a centrally closed Lie ideal and central identity property are 

introduced and the behaviors of this type of ideals in 2- torsion free centrally prime rings are 

studied, also we study the effects of derivation on them, so we will prove some properties of these 

ideals. 
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 Introduction  
Let R be a ring. A non-empty subset S of R 

is said to be a multiplicative closed set in R if 

a, b  S implies ab  S, and a multiplicative 

closed set S is called a multiplicative system if 

0  S, [Larsen and McCarthy ,1971]. 

Let S  be a multiplicative system in R 

such that [S, R]  {0},where 

}Rr,Ss:]r,s{[]R,S[   and [s, r] is the 

commutator defined by rssr . Define a 

relation  ~  on SR  as follows :  

If )s,a(  and )t,b(  are in SR , then 

)t,b(~)s,a(  if and only if there exists  

Sx  such that 0)bsat(x  . Since 

}0{]R,S[  , it can be shown that ~ is an 

equivalence relation on SR . 

     Now denote the equivalence class of 

)s,a(  in SR  by sa , and the set of all 

equivalence classes determined under this 

equivalence relation by RS, that is let  
)}t,b(~)s,a(:SR)t,b{(sa   

and }SR)s,a(:
s

a{
S

R  . 

On SR  we define addition (+) and 

multiplication (.) as follows:  

st)bsat(tbsa   and  ,st)ab(tb.sa   

for all 
S

Rtb,sa  . 

It can be shown that these two operations 

are well-defined and that .),,
S

R(   forms a ring 

which we call the localization of R at S. 

If R is a commutative ring with identity 

then the equivalence class sa  is also denoted 

by 
s
a  [Larsen and McCarthy,1971] or by 

as 1
,[Ranicki, 2006], and 

S
R  is also denoted 

by RS 1  [Larsen and McCarthy,1971 and  

Ranicki,2006]. 

If R is a ring and S is a multiplicative 

system in R such that }0{]R,S[  , then: 

i- RS has the identity element though R does 

not have, in fact if Ss  then ss  is the 

identity element of RS and this identity 

does not depend on the choice of                

the elements of S, that is ,ttss   for all          

s, t S. [Jabbar, 2006] 

ii- If Rb,a   and sS, then 

s)ba(sbsa  .In fact this result can be 

generalized to any n elements of R, that is 

if Rna,...,a,a 21   and sS then 

 sss )na(...)a()a( 21  

s)na...aa(
21

 . 

iii- For all s0,Ss  is the zero of the ring RS 

and this zero does not depend on the 

choice of the elements of S, that means 

,t0s0   for all St,s  . 

iv- If 
S

Rsa  , where Ra  and Ss  then 

s)a(  is the additive identity of  sa  in RS, 

that is s)a(sa  .  

v- If 0sa   in RS, where Ss,Ra  , then there 

exists  St  such that 0ta  .   

vi- If RA  , then by 
S

A  we mean the set 

}Ss,Aa:a{A sS  . [Jabbar, 2006]. 
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Now we mention to some basic definitions: 

Let R be a ring. Then: 

i- R is called a prime ring if, whenever Rb,a   

such that }0{aRb   then 0a   or 0b , 

where }Rr:arb{aRb   [Herstein,1969, 

Tsai, 2004 and Ashraf,2005].  

ii- An additive mapping RR:D   is called a 

derivation on R if  

),b(aDb)a(D)ab(D   for all Rb,a   

[Martindale and Miers,1983 , Vukman, 1999, 

Jung and Park,2006], in other words a 

mapping RR:D   is called a derivation on 

R if: 

1: )b(D)a(D)ba(D   and  

2: ),b(aDb)a(D)ab(D  for all Rb,a  . 

iii- If n is a positive integer then R is called an 

n-torsion free ring if for Rx  nx=0 implies  

0x  [Vukman, 2001]. 

iv-:By the center of R we mean the set 

,rxxr:Rx{)R(Z   for all }Rr . 

It can be shown that )R(Z  is a subring of 

R[Jabbar, 2006].  

v- An additive subgroup U of R is said to be a 

Lie ideal of R if U]R,U[  [Kaya, Golbasi, 

and Aydin 2001, Haetinger, 2002,  Ali and 

Kumar, 2007]. 

vi- R is called a centrally prime ring if RS is a 

prime ring for each multiplicative system S 

in R with }0{]R,S[  [Jabbar, 2006]. 

vii- A derivation RR:D   is called a 

centrally-zero derivation on R if }0{)S(D   

for each multiplicative system S in R with 

}0{]R,S[  [Jabbar, 2006]. 

viii- :By an endomorphism of R we mean a 

homomorphism of R into itself, and by an 

automorphism of R we mean an 

isomomorphism of R onto itself. 

ix- If RR:D   is a mapping then by 
2D  we 

mean DD  .In general, if n  is any positive 

integer, then 
nD  will mean D...DD   (n 

times), and finally if Rx  then by xD  we 

mean the mapping RR:xD   which is 

defined by )),r(D(x)r)(xD(   for all Rr . 

We will try to extend the following results 

on 2-torsion free prime rings to 2-torsion free 

centrally prime rings, the proofs of which can 

be found in [Ashraf, 2005]. 

 

 

Theorem  

Let R  be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U 

a Lie ideal of R such that )R(ZU . If 

Rb,a   such that }0{aUb  , then 0a  or 

0b  . 
 

Theorem  

Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U 

a Lie ideal of R. If R admits  

a derivation D such that 0)u(D n  , for all 

Uu , where n   1 is a fixed integer, then 

0)u(D  , for all Uu . 
 

Theorem  

Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U  

be a Lie ideal of R such that Uu2  , for all 

Uu . Suppose that   is an automorphism of 

R . If RR:D   is an additive mapping 

satisfying )u(D)u(2)u(D 2  , for all uU, 

then: 

1. }0{)U(D   or )R(ZU ,  

2. )u(D)v()v(D)u()uv(D  , for all 

Uv,u  . 
 

Definitions 

Now it is the time to introduce the 

following definitions: Let R be a ring, then: 
 

Definition  

We call a Lie ideal U of R a centrally 

closed Lie ideal if UUS   for each 

multiplicative system S in R with 

}0{],[ RS .(Note that by US we mean the 

set }Ss,Uu:us{US  ). 
 

Definition  

We say a mapping RR:f   satisfies the 

central identity property )CIP(  if f 

acts as the identity map on each 

multiplicative system S in R with }0{]R,S[  , 

that is if S is any multiplicative system in R 

such that }0{]R,S[  , then s)s(f   for  

all Ss . 
 

Examples 

If R is any ring then: 

(1): Every ideal of R is a centrally closed Lie 

ideal, since if U is any ideal of R, then 

clearly ),U(   is a subgroup of ),R(   

and U]R,U[  .Thus U is a Lie ideal of R, 

and if S is any multiplicative system in R 

with }0{]R,S[  , then UUR  , so we get 
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UUS  .Hence U is a centrally closed Lie 

ideal of R . 

(2): Clearly the identity map on R satisfies the 

central identity property. 
 

Throughout this paper all rings under 

consideration are with non zero center )R(Z , 

and now we begin with the following lemmas 

which lead to our first result.   
 

Lemma 

Let R be a ring and S amultiplicative 

system  with }0{]R,S[  . 

If U is a centrally closed Lie ideal of R, 

then US is a Lie ideal of SR . 

Proof:  

S  implies that there exists 

Ss .Since U0  so SU0s   and thus 

S
R

S
U  .If 

S
U

t
vsu , ,where Uvu ,  

and Sts , . Then we have 

S
U

st
vsut

st
vsut

t
vsu

t
vsu





)(

))(()(
 

(Since Uvsut ,  so Uvsut   and 

Sts ,  implies Sst ). Hence US is a 

subgroup of RS. 

To show 
S

U
S

R
S

U ],[ . Let 

S
R

t
r

S
Usu  , ,where StsRrUu  ,,, . 

Then  su
t
r

t
rsu

t
rsu ],[  

S
U

st
ru

st
ruur  ]),([)( (Since  

U]R,U[  and Sst ).Hence
S

U
S

R
S

U ],[ , 

and thus US is a Lie ideal of RS. 
 

Lemma  

R is an n-torsion free ring and S is a 

multiplicative system in R such that 

}0{]R,S[  , then RS is also an n-torsion free 

ring. 

Proof: 

Let 
SRsa  , where Ra  and 

Ss , be such that  0sna . Then 

0sa...sasa   (n times) or 

0s)a...aa(  .Hence there exists St  

such that 0)a...aa(t  , that is  

0ta...tata  (n times) and so 0nta , 

and since R is an 

n-torsion free we get 0ta , and then 

00)( 
tsts

tasa
t
tsa .Hence RS is 

an n-torsion free. 
 

Lemma  

If R is a ring in which )R(Z  has no proper 

zero divisors then 

}0{)R(ZS   is a multiplicative system 

in R with }0{]R,S[  . 
 

Proof: 

Since )R(Z  is non zero so there exists an 

)R(Zs0  . Hence  }0{)R(ZS , and 

clearly S0 . Now if Sb,a  , then 

)R(Za0   and )R(Zb0  , and since 

)R(Z  has no proper zero divisors so 0ab   

and since )R(Z  is a subring so )R(Zab0  , 

that is S}0{)R(Zab  , which establishes 

that }0{)R(ZS   is a multiplicative system 

in R, and finally it is easy to cheek that 

}0{]R,S[  .  

Now we are able to give the first property 

of centrally closed Lie ideals in 2-torsion free 

centrally prime rings. 
 

Theorem  

Let R be a 2-torsion free centrally prime 

ring in which )R(Z  has no proper zero 

divisors and U is a centrally closed Lie ideal of 

R such that )R(ZU . If Rb,a   are such 

that }0{aUb  , then 0a   or 0b  . 

Proof: 

By Lemma 3, we have }0{)R(ZS   is a 

multiplicative system in R and 

}0{]R,S[  .Also by Lemma 2, we get RS is a 

2-torsion free prime ring, and from              

Lemma 1, we get US is a Lie ideal of 

RS.Fixing an Ss , we get 
SRsb,sa  . Then 

for all 
SUtu  , where St,Uu  ,                

we have 0sts0sts)aub(sbtusa  , so that 

}0{tb
S

Usa  .The next step is to show that 

)
S

R(Z
S

U  .Since )R(ZU , so there exists 

Ux  and )R(Zx . Now if )
S

R(Z
S

U  , 

then )(
S

RZ
S

Usx  . Then for all Rr , 

we have 0]sr,sx[ss])r,x([  , which means 

that there exists Sv  such that 0],[ rxv . 
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Since )R(ZSv0   and )R(Z  has no 

proper zero divisors we get 0],[ rx , that 

means )R(Zx , which is a contradiction and 

hence )
S

R(Z
S

U  .Hence RS is a 2-torsion 

free prime ring and US is a Lie ideal of RS with 

)(
S

RZ
S

U  . Also 
S

Rsbsa ,  such that 

}0{sb
S

Usa . Hence we get 0sa  or 

0sb (see Theorem 1). If 0sa , then 

there exists Sl  such that 0la . If 0a  

then l  is a proper zero divisor of )(RZ , 

which is a contradiction, and hence 0a , 

and if 0sb , by the same argument we can 

get 0b . 

Before we give the second property of 

centrally closed Lie ideals we mention to the 

following lemma. 
 

Lemma  

Let R be a ring and S a multiplicative 

system in R such that }0{]R,S[  .If 

RR:D   is a centrally zero derivation         

on R, then 
S

R
S

RD  : , defined by 

s))r(D()sr(D 
, for all 

S
Rsr  , is a 

derivation on RS.(is called the induced 

derivation by D). 
 

Theorem  

Let R be a 2-torsion free centrally prime 

ring in which )R(Z  has no proper zero 

divisors and U is a centrally closed Lie ideal of 

R. If R admits a centrally zero derivation 

RR:D   such that ,0)nu(D   for all 

Uu , where n  1 is a fixed integer, then 

,0)u(D   for all Uu . 

Proof: 

By Lemma, we get }0{)R(ZS   is a 

multiplicative system in R with }0{]R,S[  , 

and by Lemma 2, RS is a 2-torsion free prime 

ring. Also by Lemma 1, we get US is a Lie 

ideal of RS. If  
S

Usu   is any element, where 

Ss,Uu  , then we 

have  ))su((D n  )su(D n
n

0s0s)u(D( nn
n  ,where 

S
R

S
RD  :  

is the derivation of Lemma 5.Hence RS is a       

2-torsion free prime ring, US is a Lie ideal of 

RS such that D  is a derivation of RS with 

0)n)u((D s   for all 
S

Usu  . Thus by 

Theorem 2, we get ,0)su(D 
 for                  

all 
S

Usu  .Now fixing St .If Ux            

is any element then 
S

Utx  , and hence 

0)tx(Dt))x(D(  , and thus there exists 

Sk  such that 0)x(kD  . Since )R(Z  

contains no proper zero divisors and 

}0{)R(ZSk0  , we get 0)x(D  , and 

this result is true for all Ux .Thus ,0)u(D   

for all 
Uu

. 

Before we prove the next theorem we need 

to prove the following lemma. 
 

Lemma  

Let R be a ring and S is a multiplicative 

system in R with }0{]R,S[  .If RR:   is 

an endomorphism of R which acts as the 

identity map on S, then 
S

R
S

R:  , defined 

by ,s))r(()sr(   for all 
S

Rsr  , is an 

endomorphism of RS, and furthermore, if  is 

an automorphism of R , then  is an 

automorphism of RS. 

Proof: 

Let 
S

R
t

bsa  , where Rb,a   and 

St,s  . Then )t,b(~)s,a( . 

Thus there exists Sk  such that 

0)bsat(k  . So kbskat  , and then 

)kbs()kat(  . 

Hence we get  )s()b()k()t()a()k(  , 

which gives s)b(kt)a(k   or 

0)s)b(t)a((k  , and so that 

t))b((s))a((  , that is )tb()sa(  . 

Hence   is well-defined.Now let 

S
Rtb,sa  , where Rb,a   and St,s  .Then 





st))bs()at((st))bsat((

)st)bsat(()tbsa(
  





sst))b((tts))a((
ts)s)b((st)t)a((st)s)b(t)a((

)tb()sa(t))b((s))a((  . 

Also we have 
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t))b((s))a((st))b()a((
st))ab(()st)ab(()tbsa(

  

)tb()sa(  . Hence  is an endomorphism. 

 It remains to show that if  is bijective 

then   is also bijective. 

Let Kersa . Then 0)(  sa . So that 

0))(( sa . Hence there exists St  such 

that 0)a(t  . Then 0)a()t(  . Therefore 

0)ta(  , so that Kerta , and since  is 

one to one, so we get 0ta  .Then 

0ts0ts)ta(sattsa  . 

So }0{Ker  , and hence   is one to 

one.If 
S

Ruy  , for Ry  and Su . Then 

there exists Rx  such that y)x(  . Then 

S
Rux   and uyu))x(()ux(  . So that 

  is onto.Hence   is a bijective mapping and 

hence it is an automorphism of RS. 
 

Remark: 

We call   in  Lemma 7, the induced 

endomorphism (resp. the induced 

automorphism) of RS. 

Now we are able to prove the next 

theorem. 
 

Theorem  

Let R be a 2-torsion free centrally prime 

ring in which )R(Z  has no proper zero 

divisors and U is a centrally closed Lie ideal of 

R such that ,Uu2   for all Uu .If  is an 

automorphism of R which satisfies )CIP(  and 

RR:D   is an endomorphism which 

satisfies )CIP(  and ),u(D)u(2)u(D 2   for 

all  Uu , then either }0{)U(D   or 

)R(ZU . 

Proof:  

By Lemma 3, we have }0{)R(ZS   is a 

multiplicative system in R with }0{]R,S[  , 

and by Lemma 2, we get RS is a 2-torsion free 

prime ring, and by Lemma 1, we have US is a 

Lie ideal of RS. Since ,Uu2   for all Uu , 

so we can show ,
S

U)su( 2  for all 
S

Usu  . 

Define 
SS RR:D  , by s))r(D()sr(D   for 

all 
SRsr  .Let 

SRtb,sa  , where Rb,a   

and St,s  .If 
tbsa  , then there exists Sk  

such that 0)( bsatk  or kbskat  . 

Then we have 

)tb(D)sstb
k

k(D)
kts

)kbs((D

)
kst

)kat((D)ttsa
k

k(D)sa(D




  

Hence D  is well defined.Also we have  
 )st)bsat((D)tbsa(D

 st))bs(D)at(D(st))bsat(D(   

st)s)b(Dt)a(D(st))s(D)b(D)t(D)a(D( 

  ts)s)b(D(st)t)a(D(  

 t))b(D(s))a(D(sst))b(D(tts))a(D(

)tb(D)sa(D  .So D  is an additive 

mapping.If 
SUsu   is any element, where 

Uu  and Ss , then we have 





ss))u(D)u(2(
s

))u(D()
s

)u((D))su((D 2
2

2
22

 





ss))u(D)u((
ss))u(D)u((ss))u(D)u()u(D)u((

 

  




)su(D)su()su(D)su(

s))u(D(s))u((s))u(D(s))u(( 

)su(D)su(2  , where   is the induced 

automorphism of Lemma 7. 

Thus RS is a 2-torsion free prime ring, US 

is a Lie ideal of RS with ,SU)su( 2   for all 

S
Usu  .Also   is an automorphism of RS 

and D  is an additive mapping of RS such that 

 ))su((D 2 )su(D)su(2  , for all  
SUsu   

.Hence }0{)( 
S

UD  or )(
S

RZ
S

U  ( 

see Theorem 3). 

If }0{)U(D S  , then since )R(Z  has no 

proper zero divisors we can show }0{)U(D  , 

and if )R(ZU SS  , we can show )R(ZU . 

Finally we give the last property of the 

centrally closed Lie ideals. 
 

Theorem  

Let R be a 2-torsion free centrally prime 

ring in which )R(Z  has no proper zero 

divisors and U is a centrally closed Lie               

ideal of R  such that ,Uu2   for all              

Uu .If  is an automorphism and D                 

is an endomorphism of R both satisfy )CIP(  
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and ),u(D)u(2)u(D 2   for all Uu ,            

then ),u(D)v()v(D)u()uv(D   for all 

Uv,u  . 

Proof: 

By Lemma 3, we have }0{)R(ZS   is a 

multiplicative  

system in R with }0{]R,S[  . Let   and 

D  be the same as in Theorem 8. 

Then exactly as the same technique as in 

Theorem 8, we can show that RS is  

a 2-torsion free prime ring, US is a Lie 

ideal of RS such that ,SU)sa( 2   for all 

S
Usa   and   is an automorphism of RS, 

and D  is an additive mapping such that 

 2)sa(D )sa(D)sa(2  , for all 
SUsu  . 

Hence by Theorem 3, we get  

),sa(D)tb()tb(D)sa()tbsa(D   

for all 
S

Utb,sa  .Now let Uv,u   be any 

elements. Fix an sS, so that 

SUtv,su  .Then 





)su(D)tv()tv(D)su(

)tvsu(D)st)uv((Dst))uv(D(
 

.st))u(D)v()v(D)u((

s))u(D(t))v((t))v(D(s))u((




 

Hence there exists Sk  such that 

0)))u(D)v()v(D)u(()uv(D(k  , and 

since )R(Z  contains no proper zero divisors 

we can show that 

0))u(D)v()v(D)u(()uv(D  , that is 

)u(D)v()v(D)u()uv(D  . 
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